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ON A GENERAL TAUBERIAN THEOREM

T.  T.  MOH

Abstract. In this article the celebrated Tauberian theorem by

Norbert Wiener ([1], [2]) is considerably extended by the introduc-

tion of a wider class of translation kernels. A number of applications

are given to show the fruitfulness of this new generalization.

Introduction. To begin with we quote the celebrated Tauberian

theorem by Norbert Weiner ([1], [2]).

Assume that K(x) e Ll(— oo, oo), cp(x) e LK(— co, oo) and let the

Fourier transform of Tí be #0 for any real argument. The relation

(1) lim       cp(i)K(x - f) df = A\    K(S) df,
X=0O   J— 00 J—OO

where A is a number, implies for any H(x) e Ll(— oo, oo)

(2) lim f " cp(i)H(x - f ) df = A f°° //(-I) df.
x=co J—ao «/—CO

It was also shown in the quoted paper that a large number of classical

Tauberian theorems can be reduced to the result stated above concerning

the two integrals. The scope of Wiener's theorem can, however, be con-

siderably extended by the introduction of a wider class of translation

kernels.

Let cr(x) be a positive measurable function on the real axis satisfying the

conditions:

"rr,--"
wJ x=°o     X

(4) lim a(x + ta(x)) = 1

i=oo 0"(x)

valid for a.a. real t. Let E be the set of t such that (4) is valid. We shall

prove this.
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Theorem I. Let K, H, cp and A be as in Wiener's theorem and let a(x)

satisfy the conditions stated above. Then

(V) lim f " <P(Ï)k(X-^A^- = A f" K(i) dS
1=00 J-» \ a(x) I a(x)        J-oo

implies

(2') lim fœ <p(Ç)H (^^r) ■T\=A\a> H& # ■
i=oo j-oo \ cr(x) / a(x)        J-oo

This extension of Wiener's theorem was suggested to me by Professor

Beurling and will be proved by a method used by him in proving Wiener's

original result [1].

1. A proof of Theorem I. Replacing <p(x) by <p(x) — A2 we may assume

A=0. Let

f(X) = Tk fezi) -j- <p(S) ds,    g(x) = f °° h Í^A -f- <m dl
J-oo    \ a(x) / o(x) J-oo    \ cr(x) / a(x)

There exists a bounded continuous function x(h), with a(0)=0, such that

K (and //) satisfy

(5)
£

\K(£ + h) - K(i)\ dï ^ oi(h).

Similarly co(x) exists continuous and bounded with w(l)=0, cu(A) = co(l/A),

such that

(6)
J-oo   X    \xj

K(f) dÇ ̂  co(A).

It follows from (1') that lima:=QO/(x) = 0. Suppose the theorem is false;

then there exists a sequence {xn} / oo such that |g(x„)|^J>0. Let

fn(x) =f(xn + o(xn)x), gn(x) = g(xn + O-(xJx).

As a first step we shall prove that

(7) lim{K*gn(x)-fY*/„(x)}=0,
n=oo

where * denotes convolution. To prove (7) it is enough to prove

/"oo     Too

K*gn(x)-\ K(x - t)H(x - v)
J—CO   J— X

(8) • q>(xn +£o(xn) + r\a(xn) - xa(xn)) d£dr¡

lim
71=00
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since the second term is symmetric in f and r¡. Let f'-=x„+o"(xn)f. Then

lim    f "   f°° K(x - f )/i l^2^) — <?>0?) df dtn
„=oo    J-oo  J-co \   ff(f')   / 0"(f')

- f °°   Í" K(x - f)//(x - vMè' -(x- vMxJ) df dr¡
•/—CO   J—ao

= lim I f °°   f °° X(x - £)cp(r¡)H l^^) — df dr¡
„=00   I J-OO   J-OO YKU \    (X(f)    /0(f')

- r r" x(x - d^)/, (iin2)-i- di dt?
J-oo J-oo \ (T(x„) / 0-(Xn)

Too     /"oo

^ llalli-lim |K(x-f)|
n=oo J— ce  J—co

\  O-(f')  /or(f') \0-(xj/o-(xn)

^ llalli» »m i" \K(x - 1)1 a.(^) df.
«=co  J-oo \0"(f ) /

Since lim„=00 o-(xj/o-(f')=lim„=oc o-(xn)/<r(xn+o-(xJf)=l for a.a. f, we

have by Lebesgue's theorem of dominated convergence that the last term is

zero. We have established (7) and (8).

It follows from (3) that xn-f-o-(xn)x-»-oo as xM—»-co. We have lim„=O0/n(x)

=limn=x/(x„+o-(x„)x) = 0, which means that lim„=00 (H */n)(x)=0. By

(7), we conclude that

lim (K * gn)(x) = 0.
„=0O

Select a subsequence {gnJ of {gv,} such that

(9) Iim gnv(0) = a    with |a| > d.
v=co

(10) lim g„v = xp   weakly in L°°.
V=CO

The following lemma will guarantee that xp is uniformly continuous on the

E defined in the introduction. Therefore it can be assumed to be uniformly

continuous on the real line.

Lemma.    We have

lim sup |gn(x) - g„O0| ^ ||<p||7,°° <x(x - y)    if x, y e E.
„—CO

Proof.   Let

xn + a(xn)x = a„,    xn + o(xJy = bn.
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Then

\gn(x) - gn(y)\

\<p(ï)\ di

dl

snmHi!yi\j- „i^¿-
J-oo \ a(an) I a(an) \ a(bn) I o(bn)

\J-cc      \ a(an) I o(an)        \ a(an) I a(an,

J-«     \o-(an)/o-(aj lo-(6j/tr(fcJ

-WOIx-(«(£*~a)+«(^))-
\  \ o(û„)   / Wa„)//

¿î

It follows from our assumption that (a„— b,)ja(an)-*x— y and o(bn)lo(an}-*-

1 as «—»-co. Hence our lemma follows.

Now y is a nontrivial bounded uniformly continuous function and

satisfies K * y=0. It had been established in [1, p. 134] that the existence

of such a ip implies the Fourier transform of A" vanishes at the spectrum of

y>, which is not an empty set [1, Theorem 1]. It obviously contradicts our

assumptions on K. The proof of the theorem is therefore finished.

2. Some applications. It is obvious that Theorem I applies to a wider

class of problems than does Wiener's original theorem. A few examples will

be demonstrated in the following sequence.

The following theorem about summability had been established in [3].

Theorem II.    Let {s„} be a sequence of bounded numbers. Suppose that

(11)

Then it follows

(12)

Ä      x     _
hm2isn—e' = A.

2   >i
lim n—i<n+c^n = A,

where s is any positive real number. Moreover if sTI—sn_x = 0(llyj'n) then

lim^oo sn=A.

Proof.    It can be shown easily that if (x—n)=0(^Jx) then

(x"/«!)e-*~ (l/VOx))exp(-(l/2)(x - nfjx)

as x-*-oo. Let function s(u) be defined as

s(u) — s[ui,   ifu^O,

s(u) = 0,       if u < 0.
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Then equation (11) can be replaced by the following integral

(13) lim TkÍ^A-J-s(n) dn= A,
x=a> J-oo    \ tr(x) / a(x)

where K(x)=(ll^/(2-n))exp(—-lx2), a(x)=y/x. It is trivial to check that all

conditions on K and a are satisfied. It follows that if we let

H(x)=l¡s,   ifxe(-£,0),

= 0,      if xi (-£,0),

then we have

(14) lim rW*^5)—s(n)dn = lim-7- \XS(n)dn =A
x=oo J-oo      \  a(x)  I o(x) x=x£.v/x Jx

which is the first part of the theorem. The second part follows by the

assumption sn—sn_x = 0(lly/n) on letting e tend to 0 in (14).

We finish by an application to bounded solutions u(x, y) in the half-

plane 7>0 of the Laplace equation

(15) d2u/dx2 + d2u(dy2 = 0

and of the heat equation

(16) d2u/dx2 - d2u\dy2 = 0.

Let  T be a Jordan curve in ^>0,  Y={(x,y);y=a(x), 0<x<co}.

If cp(x) is the boundary value of u for y=0, then u has a representation

u(x, y) = T cp(0K(X—A^-di
J-00 \ ct.(y) I <x(y)x(y) I <x(y)

with

K(x) = (l/7r)(l/(l + x2)),       a(y) = y,

in the harmonic case, and with

K(x) = (1/Vf») exp(-x*/2),       x(y) = Jy,

in the case of the heat equation. Let us assume that the conditions (3) and

(4) are satisfied by the function o(x) (respectively y/(cy(x)) in the harmonic

case (resp. in the case of heat equation). Now we apply Theorems I and II

and conclude that if u(x, y) tends to a limit A when (x, y) tends to 00 along

r, then for each £>0 we have

lim —
x~y} 6X

'x+ex

9>(f) df = A
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in the harmonie case, and

lim -y- <p(ï) dÇ = A
x=co £jjC Jx

in the case of the heat equation.
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